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Introduction:
Human life is invaluable gift of God and it is perfected in the way that humans
respond to value of human life. There is no living being on earth who can claim perfection on
earth. Yet the world has classified the living humans as normal, partially normal and
abnormal. There is also naïve way of putting it across as abled and disabled in terms of
capacity of performing a task. This kind of classification has compartmentalized the humans
in the line of actors rather than beings. So called PWDs are actually are more capable than
normal humans which is proven fact.
As the term itself has evolved from disabled to differently abled and from there to
DIVYANGs today, so also there is evolution in the attitude towards these brethren who are
naturally deprived of life common to all of us.
Promoting attitude of equity between abled and disabled is the responsibility of every
human being which will result in a sensitive society which values life and helps others to
grow by living it to the fullness. This precisely is the mission of ORBIT in collaboration with
AIFO by launching the CBR program in Bidar.

The aims of the CBR program:
 To integrate differently able persons into the mainstream of the society.
 To help people with disabilities, by establishing community-based programs for social
integration, equalization of opportunities and rehabilitation programs.
 To empower them by giving guidance and awareness. Thus it works as a double
edged sword in changing the mindset of the public and the differently able as well.

Activities:
The CBR animators of ORBIT have served the purpose of the CBR programme diligently
making it as mission of their personal life. As a result there is greater confidence, respect and
greater regard for the Organization among all PWDs across the district. The activities of
CBR, ORBIT have been facilitated through collaboration and networking with Government
establishments, other NGOs and private institutes (schools, clinics, groups) which has borne
greater results. In order to avail the Government facilities to the clients, the animators have
worked tirelessly by accompanying the clients at every step. On the other hand various
celebrations in the villages are conducted in order to bring the differently abled to the main
stream of the society and to gain societal acceptance. The awareness given in schools have
captured the attention of children towards the social stigma attached to disabled and lepors
which has moved them to be sensitive citizens. These activities have empowered them and
we have made a remarkable change in the attitude of the people.

Various Programmes and celebrations:

Aids & appliances:

On 13.11.2016 aids and appliances were distributed to the people with
disabilities, on the occasion of Annual Infant Jesus shrine feast & Jathra, Bhalki.
The programme was presided over by the Bishop of Gulbarga diocese and Mr.
Eshwar Khandre, MLA of Bhalki and State
Minister, Karnataka Government. Many
disabled people benefited from it and this
work inspired many people and disabled
people felt encouraged and happy.
MEDICAL CHECKUP CAMP:

one Eye Chek up and Five Free Medical Health Check Up Camps were organized by
ORBIT in collaboration with CBR, WEO and
Childline (April 11 ,May 11 (Eye Camp) July 2,
Aug7, Nov 24, Dec 5, 2016) in five talukas of Bidar.
Out of 470 patients who attended these camps 170
disabled people became the beneficiaries of this camp.
It was done in collaboration with Doctors of Mother
Theresa Hospital, Gulbarga, Bidar Docotrs, and
Doctors from Srinivas Hospital, Mangalore.

CORRECTIVE SURGERY :

Many people with disability could not get access to quality corrective surgery facility and
care. Hence ORBIT in collaboration with Srinivas Hospital, Mangalore and Mother Theresa
Hospital, Gulbarga conducted free corrective surgeries. 5 children, 3 men and 1 woman got
treatment and surgery for their disability and 8 leprosy affected patients got surgeries. Over
28 cataract surgeries have been conducted.

EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP:

4 girls and 3 boys with hearing and speech disability have been admitted to catholic special
school and hostel in Karwar and are given scholarship from ORBIT for their education.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING:

2 boys (one handicapped and another visually impaired) went through computer training
successfully, 4 girls completed tailoring courses. 4 of the youth could not complete the course
due to unavoidable reasons.

MONTHLY EVALUATION MEETING :

At the end of the every month, monthly evaluation
meeting is conducted in the ORBIT where the
targeted activities and results are evaluated and
monthly action plan is planned. Animators are
evaluated for their performance. Director addresses
the issues
PRESS MEET:

Press meet was organized at Humanabad 13.08.2016,
Basavakalyan 10.11.2016 and Bidar on 07.01.2017. Networking
with media has been successful through these press meets. The
organization in news for its good programs and people come to
know the scheduled programs which are published time to time
through press releases.
CBR SURVEY :

In the month of July CBR survey was conducted by Mr. Jayanth. He went through the
activities of the CBR program crucially did
analysis of each activity. The data of disabled in
the district was collected and was tabulated. The
interventions and suggestions given by Dr
Jayanth were very useful. The survey was really
helpful to in planning better for the rest of the
programs.

WORLD DISABILITY DAY:

In the month of December World
Disability Day was celebrated at Bidar District
in all 5 talukas on different days. Many
Disabled people participated in this celebration
and got information about available facilities of
the government for them. A session on Ability
in Disabled was conducted by Fr Anil Crasta,
Designate Director. People were instructed to
get the 3% budget due for them in
Panchayats and all other budget
allocations. Many people came forward to
tell of their success stories of
transformation. Many disabled people
performed stage programs including
singing, short play, mimics, and games.
The day reminded them about their
existence as society and brought joy on
their faces when they had assurance of support for ORBIT in alleviating their pain.

FORMATION AND STRENGTHENING OF DPO’S :

The DPOs are the strength of the program and hence emphasis was given to
strengthening of old DPO’s. Every animator was assigned visit old DPOs and take necessary
actions to strengthen it every month. This has seen positive progress.
AWARENESS PROGRAMS :

Various awareness programs were conducted to inform people with disability about
care, health and hygene, treatment, physiotherapy, medical check up, legal aid, government
facilities & changes in government policies etc. These programs were organized at CBO’s,
pregnant women & mothers, and school/colleges. Also at the DPO’s , on parent workshop &
house visits.
OTHER ACTIVITIES









Identification of PWD’s
Physiotherapy
Vocational trainings
Income generating programs
Strengthening of Taluka level federation
Marriages of PWD’s
National & local festival celebrations



Leprosy awareness programs. (etc)

